This paper outlines a taxonomy of neural pulse codes and reviews neurophysiological evidence for interspike interval-based 
from the observed responses of many single Type I auditory nerve fibers. Features in such distributions correspond closely with pitches that are heard by human listeners. The most common allorder interval present in the auditory nerve array almost invariably corresponds to the pitch frequency, whereas the relative fraction of pitchrelated intervals amongst all others qualitatively corresponds to the strength of the pitch. Consequently, many diverse aspects of pitch perception are explained in terms of such temporal representations. Similar stimulus-driven temporal discharge patterns are observed in major neuronal populations of the cochlear nucleus. Population-interval distributions constitute an alternative time-domain strategy for (Boring, 1942; Mountcastle, 1967; Perkell & Bullock, 1968; Uttal, 1973; Wasserman, 1992; Cariani, 1995; Rieke et al., 1997; Richmond & Gawne, 1998; Gerstner, 1999) . The neural coding problem in perception involves mappings ( Fig. 1) between stimulus, neural response, and percepts, whose biological basis can be approached from considerations of structure, function, and functional organization. These considerations involve different disciplines. Psychophysics seeks to understand the relation between stimulus and percept. Currently most neuroscience research is devoted to understanding the structure-function relationship of neurons on both the molecular and cellular levels. At the neural systems level, most current sensory neurophysiology focuses on understanding the relation between stimulus and neural response (system identification). Although a great deal is known about neural response properties at many levels of the auditory system, we do not yet have firm understandings of which particular response properties subserve the perceptions of auditory-form qualities, such as pitch, timbre, consonance, and phonetic identity. For auditory forms, solution of the neural coding problem entails identifying which aspects of the neural response are responsible for the perceptual detections, discriminations, and recognitions that can be realized by the system as a whole. In semiotic terms, neural responses shorn of their functional roles are signs, whereas neural codes and representations constitute those aspects of the neural responses that have particular functional, informational significance. In the auditory context, a major focus of such investigations is to find strong psychoneural correspondences between patterns of activity in auditory neurons and the auditory percepts that invariably accompany them. Once such correspondences are found, then one can posit possible neural processing strategies that can make use of such information and look in the auditory pathway for specific neural mechanisms that might subserve such processing. The ultimate goal of these efforts is to understand the biological design principles, the functional organization of the auditory system as an informational system, that are essential for its perceptual and cognitive capabilities. Neural codes, the manner in which sensory information is represented by the system, lie at the heart of this functional organization. Here information-theoretic approaches have been used to quantify how much information about the stimulus can be extracted from neural responses under particular coding schemes (Bialek et al., 1991 ; Rieke et al., 1997; Richmond & Gawne, 1998) . Decision-theoretic approaches have been used to test how well neural information represented via particular coding schemes covaries with perceptual capabilities (Siebert, 1968; Siebert, 1970; Srulovicz & Goldstein, 1977; Delgutte, 1995 Neuroanatomical and neurophysiological considerations inform us as to how the parts of the system are interconnected and how they behave under particular conditions, but by themselves do not inform us as to which parts are essential for which functions, or how neural responses are interpreted by the rest of the system (Kiang, 1975 (Gesteland et al., 1965) . Although (Shadlen & Newsome, 1994; Shadlen & Newsome, 1998) . The combination of channel-and rate-based coding has remained by far the dominant neural coding assumption throughout the history of neurophysiology (Boring, 1942; Barlow, 1995) , and, consequently, forms the basis for nearly all our existing neural-network models.
Within channel-coding schemes, aspects of the neural response other than rate, such as relative latency or temporal pattern, can also play the role of encoding alternative signal states (for example, the latency-place and spatiotemporal codes shown in Fig. 2) . In a simple latency-channel code, channels producing spikes at shorter latencies relative to the onset of a stimulus indicate stronger activation of tuned elements, which can be used to encode stimulus intensity (Stevens, 1971) , location (Brugge et al., 1996) , or other qualities. Common-response latency, in the form of interchannel synchrony, has been proposed as a strategy for grouping channels to form discrete, separate objects (Singer, 1990; . In this scheme, rate pattems across simultaneously activated channels encode objectqualities, whereas interchannel synchronies (joint properties of response latencies) create perceptual organization, which channels combine to encode which objects. The concurrent use of multiple coding vehicles, channel, rate, and common time-of-arrival permits time-division multiplexing of multiple objects. Still, other kinds of asynchronous multiplexing are possible if other coding variables, such as common temporal pattem and phase coherence, are used .
Characteristic temporal discharge patterns can also convey information about stimulus qualities.
Neural codes that rely predominantly on the timings of neural discharges have been found in a variety of sensory systems (Mountcastle, 1967; Perkell & Bullock, 1968; Chung et al., 1970; Kozak & Reitboeck, 1974; Covey, 1980; Emmers, 1981; Bialek et al., 1991; Carr, 1993; Cariani, 1995; Cafiani, 1997 (Bower, 1974; Carr, 1993 (Emmers, 1981; Lestienne & Strehler, 1987 (Kauer, 1974; Macrides, 1977; Marion-Poll & Tobin, 1992; Laurent & Naraghi, 1994) ; gustation (Covey, 1980; Di Lorenzo & Hecht, 1993) ; spatial vision (Richmond et al., 1987; Richmond & Gawne, 1998) ; color (Kozak & Reitboeck, 1974; Wasserman, 1992) . In some sensory modalities, temporal patterns of electrical stimulation appear to produce particular sensory qualities, such as taste and color (Young, 1977; Covey, 1980; Di Lorenzo & Hecht, 1993) , suggesting that the temporal patterns themselves may be the neural-coding vehicles that subserve these particular qualities. Stimulus-triggered intrinsic temporal patterns that are associated with conditioning and perceptual expectations have also been found in cortical regions (John & Schwartz, 1978; John, 1990 In neural populations, temporal dynamics of excitation and inhibition could similarly produce characteristic temporal patterns. Both stimuluslocked and stimulus-triggered intrinsic temporal response patterns can be found throughout the auditory pathway. Extrinsic stimulus-locked patterns are most apparent in the lower stations, whereas intrinsic patterns become more apparent as one progresses to more central stations, where neural responses become increasingly dominated by the recent history of the system as a whole.
Finally, yet another dimension to neural codes involves the joint response properties of multiple neurons. This dimension is the distinction between population codes and ensemble codes (Deadyler & Hampson, 1995; Hatsopoulos et al., 1998) , between statistical orders and switchboards (John, 1972 The nature of the neural codes that subserve auditory perception have generated lively ongoing discussion and debate for most of the last 150 years (Boring, 1942; Wever, 1949; de Boer, 1976) . For the most part, this discussion has been focused on whether frequency is represented (a) via rate-place codes, namely, neural dischargerate profiles in auditory frequency maps, or (b) via temporal codes, namely, interspike interval distributions (Siebert, 1970;  Moore, 1997; Evans, 1978s) . In many debates about neural coding, pitch has played a pivotal role mainly because pitch is a perceptual correlate of frequency (Boring, 1942; de Boer, 1976 Historically, a strong case for temporal coding of pitch has always been made ( Troland, 1929; Boring, 1942; Wever, 1949) , although the pendulum of scientific opinion has swung back and forth between spectral pattern and temporal theories several times now (de Boer, 1976;  Evans, 1978; Lyon & Shamma, 1995) . Although autocorrelation-based models for pitch were first proposed almost a half-century ago (Licklider, 1951; Licklider, 1959) , only during the last two decades have similar kinds of global, intervalbased models been revived and extended (van Noorden, 1982; de Cheveign6, 1986; Meddis & Hewitt, 1991; Slaney & Lyon, 1993; Lyon & Shamma, 1995; Cariani & Delgutte, 1996a , 1996b Meddis & O'Mard, 1997;  Moore, 1997) . In physiological studies at the level of the auditory nerve of the cat (Cariani & Delgutte, 1996a , 1996b , a robust and pervasive correspondence was found between interspike interval statistics of populations of auditory nerve fibers and pitches that are produced by a wide array of complex tones. The auditory nerve is a strategic location for the study of pitch, the conduit through which must pass virtually all the auditory information that the central auditory system uses for the representation of sounds. Thus, whatever the nature of subsequent processing, the necessary information for all auditory capabilities must be present in the responses of auditory nerve fibers. For this reason, the auditory nerve has been one of the most intensively studied neural populations in the nervous system (Kiang et al., 1965; Rose et al., 1967) .
METHODS
The auditory nerve responses presented here come from the same data set that has been published previously in (Cariani & Delgutte, 1996a; 1996b) , where experimental methods, stimuli, and analytical procedures are described in detail. Briefly, stimuli were numerically synthesized and delivered via closed, calibrated acoustic systems to Dialanesthetized cats with normal heating. Posterior craniectomy and partial retraction of the cerebellum permitted the visually-guided insertion of glass microelectrodes into the auditory nerve near the intemal auditory meatus. The auditory nerve in the cat consists of two populations of spiral ganglion afferents: myelinated Type I radial afferents (90% to 95%) and unmyelinated Type II outer spiral afferents (5% to 10%) (Ryugo, 1992) . The responses of single Type I auditory nerve fibers were recorded serially, using standard electrophysiological techniques. For each fiber, the characteristic frequency (CF), the discharge-rate response threshold, and the spontaneous rate were measured. The CF is the frequency to which a fiber has its lowest sound-pressure threshold (namely, the frequency for which the lowest sound-pressure level reliably elicits an extra spike within a 50 ms period).
Characteristic frequencies therefore provide an indication of the cochlear "place" from which an auditory nerve fiber receives its synaptic inputs. Fig. 4 . A fiber whose CF is in the formant region (CF=950 Hz, Fig. 4A to 4F ) discharges throughout most of each vowel period. A second fiber whose CF is above the formant region (CF=2100 Hz, Fig. 4H to 4K) responds less vigorously to the stimulus, producing spikes mostly at the onset of the vowel period. In Fig. 4 (Rose, 1980) , so that invariably, when the all-order intervals from many fibers are pooled together, the intervals at the fundamental are the most abundant. The second major peak, at 25 ms, is also associated with the fundamental: the second peak corresponds to two fundamental periods. These major interval peaks correspond to the major peaks in the stimulus autocorrelation fimction (Fig. 3E) . Thus, the most common interspike intervals that are generated at the level of the auditory nerve correspond to the pitch of the stimulus. This concordance was found to be the case for a wide range of fundamental frequencies and for many other kinds of harmonic stimuli as well, using both neurophysiological data (Cariani & Delgutte, 1996a; 1996b) and auditory nerve simulations (Meddis & Hewitt, 1991; Meddis & O'Mard, 1997 ).
Yet another salient aspect of the populationinterval distribution (Fig. 3F) is its similarity in form with the autocorrelation function of the stimulus (Fig. 3E) Fig. 5C .
The two leftmost stimuli, a pure tone and an AM tone, evoked strong pitches, whereas the rightmost stimulus, an amplitude-modulated broadband noise, evoked a weak pitch. Qualitatively, the stimuli evoking strong pitches produced population-interval distributions with higher peak-to-mean ratios, namely, a higher fraction of all the pitch-related intervals that were produced. The stimuli producing weak pitches had low peak-to-mean ratios that were much closer to unity. The correspondence between pitch salience and peak-to-mean ratios is rough only because the pure tone produces a pitch that is always at least as salient as an equivalent AM tone, yet the peakto-mean ratio of the AM tone was substantially greater than that of the pure tone.
The low pitches of complex tones are highly invariant with respect to stimulus intensity. Population-interval distributions for the singleformant vowel discussed above are shown in Fig.   5D for three sound pressure levels: low (40 dB SPL), moderate (60 dB SPL) and high (80 dB SPL). Like human pitch judgments, the pitches that were estimated from population-interval distributions changed very little over the 40 dB range. Similarly, the representation of formantrelated periodicities remained very stable over that range. In the auditory system, such stability makes for extremely robust representations of pitch and timbre that do not degrade at moderate and high levels. In contrast, the saturation of discharge rates at these levels (Kim & Molnar, 1979) , with the consequent loss of representational contrast and precision, poses fundamental problems for rate-place coding of these qualities.
Population . Both sets of low pitches can be explained, however, in terms of a cemral analysis of all-order population-interval distributions. For closely spaced, unresolved, higher-frequency components, phase-locking to individual components is weak relative to phase-locking to envelopes, such that the interspike intervals that are produced (primarily by high CF fibers) mostly reflect the temporal structure of the envelope. The two kinds of low pitches may therefore correspond to the two modes by which pitchrelated interspike intervals can be generated: phase-locking to individual harmonics, and phase-locking to their interactions (envelopes). As population-interval distributions incorporate intervals that are generated by both mechanisms, these representations provide a unified analytical framework that accounts for both kinds of pitches (Cariani & Delgutte, 1996a , 1996b Meddis & O'Mard, 1997) . The perceptual resolvability of harmonics itself may have a neural basis in the two competing mechanisms of interval generation and in the discriminability of multiple interval peaks in population-interval distributions that they produce (of. discussion of neural coding and signal detection (Moore, 1997, pp. 118-121) . Thus, in population-interval accounts, linkages could exist between the perceptual resolvability of harmonics and different modes of pitch perception.
The dominance of lower-frequency harmonics in determining the low pitch of a complex tone ("the dominance region for pitch") can also be explained in population-interval terms. All other factors being equal, when two harmonic complexes, one consisting of lower-frequency (<1500 Hz) and the other of higher-frequency (>1500 Hz) components, each having slightly different fundamentals, are presented together so that their pitches compete, the pitch of the former is almost always heard over that of the latter. Population-interval distributions for such a combination of two complexes (harmonics 3-5 of fundamentals at 160, 240, 320, and 480 Hz versus harmonics 6-12 of fundamentals 20% higher) are shown in (Fig. 5G) . In all cases, the predominant interval in the distribution corresponds to the dominant pitch of the lower-frequency complex (1/F03_5) rather than that of the upper (1/F06-12). It thus appears that harmonics in the 500 to 1500 Hz range are disproportionately effective in generating many all-order interspike intervals at the fundamental period. These frequencies produce the most highly phase-locked responses in the greatest number of fibers. As a result, because of the basic factors that are common to many mammalian auditory systems, populationinterval distributions preferentially reflect the stimulus frequencies that play a predominant role in determining pitch percepts.
In addition to pitch, vowel quality or timbre can also be represented in population-interval distributions in patterns of short intervals (Fig.   5H ). Timbre itself is a complex, multidimensional auditory quality that can depend upon many factors, such as spectral shape, onset and offset properties, ongoing temporal dynamics (vibrato, roughness), and phase coherence (tones vs. noises). For stationary, harmonic sounds, timbre is determined by spectral shape, for example, the locations and heights of formants. The stimulus autocorrelation function and the populationinterval distribution show a series of minor peaks, which are associated with components in the formant region that give the vowel its characteristic tone quality. Patterns of shorter intervals, those less than half the fundamental period (1/F0<6.25 ms), reflect formant structure alone, whereas patterns of longer intervals reflect fundamental-formant relationships. For multiple formant vowels, the patterns of short intervals in population-interval distributions are sufficient to discriminate different vowels, using temporal information alone ( Palmer, 1992; Cariani, 1995; Cariani et al., 1997) . The appearance and disappearance of minor peaks in the population-interval distribution also closely follow the perceptual vowelclass boundaries that are observed psychophysically (Hirahara et al., 1996) .
These findings, when taken together with those derived from populations of simulated auditory nerve fibers, suggest that many diverse aspects of pitch perception can be directly explained in terms ofpopulation-interval distributions at the level ofthe auditory nerve. The main conclusions can be summarized as follows.
1) First, with very few exceptions, the most common all-order interval present in the population precisely and robustly corresponds to the pitch that is heard. 2) Second, the relative proportion of pitchrelated intervals amongst all others roughly corresponds to the strength of the pitch that is heard.
Many complex aspects of pitch perception can consequently be readily explained in terms of a central analysis of population-interval representations. All-order interspike intervals themselves are time durations that preserve harmonic relations between frequencies, such as the 2:1 octave ratio. If the auditory system uses representations that preserve the harmonic structure inherent in time intervals, then the perception of basic harmonic relations may be a direct consequence of the neural codes that the auditory system uses to represent and analyze sounds, rather than the product of elaborate harmonic cognitive schemas that have been built up from prior experience.
CODING OF PITCH IN THE CENTRAL AUDITORY SYSTEM
Whether such a temporal analysis is in fact implemented in the central auditory system, what form it might take, and where it might occur are issues that are presently under investigation. Previous studies of neural responses in the auditory brainstem have indicated a widespread locking of discharges to pitch-related stimulus periodicities (Greenberg & Rhode, 1987; Kim & Leonard, 1988; Kim et al., 1990; Rhode, 1995) . By virtue of the differences in the distribution of their inputs and intrinsic properties, the neurons in each population have a characteristic response pattern when driven with pure tone bursts at their characteristic frequencies (TBCF). As in the auditory nerve, harmonic complex tones that produce strong pitches at their fimdamentals similarly produce many pitch-related interspike intervals. Figure 6 shows the responses to a single-formant vowel of three physiologicallycharacterized units (Fig. 6A to 6C ) that are representative of their respective populations.
Previous studies have identified the morphological cell-types that are associated with different TBCF response patterns (Pfeiffer, 1966; Rhode et al., 1983; Young, 1984 (Rhode, 1998 From all accounts, as one ascends the auditory pathway to auditory midbrain, thalamus, and cortex, the presence of pitch-related interspikeinterval information becomes less apparent. One possibility is that interspike interval information is converted to a rate-based representation somewhere in the pathway. Units that are differentially responsive to particular modulation frequencies have been proposed as the basis of such a time-to-place transformation (Langner, 1992) (Siebert, 1970 (Licklider, 1951) (Fig. 4) More generally, it can be said that to the extent that spike-arrival times are correlated with a stimulus waveform, the intervals between spikes will be correlated with the stimulus autocorrelation function. This relation will hold for any sensory system whose receptors follow the time courses of their effective stimuli. Such phase-locking is seen for patterns of vibrations on the skin (Morley et al., 1990; Motmtcastle, 1993) and for changing luminance patterns as images move relative to retinal arrays ( Reichardt, 1961; Pollen et al., 1989; Bialek et al., 1991 (Uttal, 1975) , but few attempts have been made to use stimulus-driven, fine spatiotemporal correlation structure for this purpose (Reitboeck et al., 1988) . Recent psychophysical evidence points to a strong role for such structure in the perception of visual forms (Lee & Blake, 1999 (Licklider, 1951; Lyon & Shamma, 1995 (Carr, 1993 (Licklider, 1959; Cherry, 1961) (Morrell, 1967; Thatcher & John, 1977; John & Schwartz, 1978; . In principle, a neural assembly can be formed that will respond preferentially to any spatiotemporal pattern in its inputs by adjusting the relative time delays and connection weights to match those in the incoming pattern. Neural delays can be created by any process that takes time to unfold and be modified by any process that alters response latency. Axonal and dendritic transmission times, latencies of activation, and timecourses of neuronal recovery (Raymond, 1979; Wasserman, 1992) (Cariani, in press 
